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Disclaimer 

Blacksmithing is a lot of fun, but comes with inherent 

dangers. All members, demonstrators, and guests are 

responsible for using appropriate safety equipment 

and for using safe working methods. Minors must be 

accompanied by a parent or responsible adult. 

The Southwest Virginia Blacksmith Guild, Central  

Virginia Blacksmith Guild, their officers, members,  

demonstrators, guests, hosts, writers, and the editor 

disclaim responsibility for any damages, injuries, or 

destruction of property as a result of the use of any 

information published in this newsletter or  

demonstrated at workshops, meetings, or conferences. 

Every effort is made to insure the accuracy and the 

safety of information provided, but the use of any  

material is solely at the user’s own risk. 

Attendees at organization functions and classes con-

sent to the use of their images in publications, social 

media and web pages of the Southwest Virginia  

Blacksmith Guild and/or Central Virginia Blacksmith 

Guild. 

Unless otherwise noted, all content is available for use 

by nonprofit blacksmithing and metalsmithing groups, 

provided the source is cited.   
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Coming Events 

July 13 - 9 am - 1 pm 
CVBG July Meeting & CaitlinFest! 

Bruce Manson’s shop 

4200 Orchard Dr. N., N. Dinwiddie 

July 20 - 2 - 4 pm 
SWVABG January Meeting 

Great Road Craft Guild 

1812 Big Spring Dr; Elliston 

August 10 - 9 am - 1 pm 
CVBG August Meeting 

Banton-Smith Center for Blacksmith and Metal Arts 

1600 Valley Rd; Richmond 

August 17 - 2 - 4 pm 
SWVABG February Meeting 

Great Road Craft Guild 

1812 Big Spring Dr; Elliston 
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Forging a 16th Century Style Vise 

By Megan Carter 

This past summer I attended a course at Touchstone Centre for Craft in Farmington  

Pennsylvania. The course was forging a decorative bench vise in 16th century style. The  

instructor was Tom Latané. There were six students in the course and with them came many 

examples of antique vises large and small. We were encouraged to use these vises as study 

pieces, so while Tom demonstrated techniques for forging one style of vise, some of the  

students took slightly different approaches with Tom’s guidance. I was particularly taken by a 

very small post vise, standing about 28” tall with 3” jaws. I set out to try to replicate this vise. 

This is how I went about forging the jaws in the course and again at the demonstration at 

Waldie’s this past February. 

Forging the jaw shape and welding the steel face: 

− Starting stock was 1” x 1 1/2”. 

− Mark 11” from the end of your piece and upset to 9” from mark to end of upset. 

− Forging down the upset from the narrow side creating a dove tail for the width for the jaws, 

taking care to hammer and rasp out the birds mouth that will occur. 

− Use a combination of large top fuller and horn of anvil to refine the shape of the jaws. 

− Lay approximately 1/2” of the jaw over the edge of the anvil and bend it over to almost a 

90 degree angle. 

− Clean up the end and prep for forge welding. 

− Forge a piece of tool steel to the right dimension to fit on the end of your jaw. We used a 

small piece of 1060. As a trick to get it to stick we used wrought iron shavings mixed with 

the borax. 

− I will likely not bother hardening and tempering my steel face. They are likely hard enough 

already for the light work this vise will do. 



Creating the “lip” on the back side of the vise jaws: 

− Use a set hammer about 4” from the end of the jaw on the back side to forge the 1 1/2”  

dimension down to 1”. Work down the remainder of the stock to 1” square. 

− Using a set hammer and the step of the anvil to back up your jaw, square up the lip that was 

made when forging the 1 1/2” material to 1”. 

− Clamp your piece in a post vise with the tool shown below, the little lip resting on the vise 

jaw, use a small fuller to pull the material down to create a more exaggerated lip. (This 

raises the question - how do you make a vise without a vise? I don’t know... this is just the 

way I went about it, perhaps smiths before me had another way.) 

− Studying old vises I have also noticed that these lips were sometimes forge welded on. This 

would allow for a more prominent lip. 

− Repeat the above steps for another jaw. 



Punching the eyes, mortise etc.: 

− Slit and drift an eye about 3/4” below the lip on both jaw pieces. 

− Look for a more oval shaped eye than completely round. This will allow room for the 

splines on your box, serving the purpose to keep the box from rotating in the eye. So make 

your slit a little longer than half the circumference of the drift you will be using. 

− One jaw piece will have a mortise punched about 3/4” below the eye. This will accept the 

tenon from the mounting bracket. 

− To take down the bulge created by punching the mortise, forge a mild steel drift to an  

appropriate size for a mounting bracket tenon. Hammer in the mild steel drift and forge 

down the bulge using a flatter in the end to refine the shape. 

− On the piece with the punched mortise, draw down the remainder of the material to  

transition into the post. More material may need to be forge welded on to reach the desired 

post 



     length. The cheeks will also be added to this piece. Use a rivet or two to hold them in place              

for forge welding. 

− The piece without the mortise will be drawn down leaving some mass on the end for the 

pivot point. Punch a hole on your pivot point for your pivot pin that will also go through the 

cheeks. I drilled the holes in my cheeks to line up with the hole I punched for my pivot 

point. The pivot pin will have a slot punched to accept a washer and corresponding wedge. 

At this point you have the bulk of the vise completed. The mounting bracket, spring, screw and 

box remain. 

Mounting Brackets: 

Can come in various shapes. Most importantly forge a tenon on the end of some mass that can 

be mounted to a table (make it look nice, studying older ones). The tenon should be forged 

long enough to reach through the vise and spring with room for slot punched through the tenon 

to accept a wedge that will hug everything together. 

Spring: 

See Lloyd’s article in the Spring 2016 Iron Trillium on forging, hardening and tempering 

springs. Look at other post vise springs and study their shape and function. 

Screw and Box: 

There are a few different approaches to making a screw and box. I am not the best person to 

discuss these different approaches. I will quickly discuss how I made mine. 

− I forge welded a 1 1/2” x 3/8” collar on the end of 3/4” round. I used a top and bottom fuller 

to begin the ball and collar shape then roughed out the ball shape using hammer and anvil. 

You can punch the hole hot or drill it out for the tightening arm. 

− I cleaned up the ball, screw shank and cut the threads on our lathe. I cut 4 threads per inch. 

− I then forged down a piece of bed spring square to fit in the thread space. Forge it to fit into 

the thread space but to be a little bit proud of the screw itself. Then coil this piece around 

the screw. Don’t try to make it too long. Mine was just under 2” of wrapped coil. 

− I then rolled up a piece of sheet metal the proper dimensions to create a tube around the 

coil. Once close to the finished tube shape I closed it up around the coil and the screw, es-

sentially heat shrinking the tube onto the coil. 

− Because the coil is a little bit proud of the screw, the tube will grip the coil and once cooled 

you will be able to unscrew the tube with the coil inside. 

− Fire braze the coil into the tube. 

− Build up the rest of your box with collars and washer, a decorative plug on the end of the 

tube and fire braze everything together. 

At the demonstration in February Terry Sheridan demonstrated how both male and female  



would have been coiled together, cut apart and brazed into their respective places, eliminating 

the need to machine anything. 

Screw and Box assembly could be a whole other article .. I will stop here. Maybe one for the 

future. 

I will say that for myself - having a study piece to work from was invaluable. To study dimen-

sions, tool marks, where pieces were forge welded together, how fussy they were about shape 

or fitting pieces together. Find an old vise you like and have fun trying to figure out how it was 

made. 

On a final note I want to thank the Ontario Artist Blacksmith Association for supporting my 

studies with the 2016 scholarship for furthering education. I would also like to say that T 

ouchstone Centre for Craft is an amazing place to learn. They have wonderful facilities and 

masterful instructors - the food is good too. It should also be noted that they have an extensive 

scholarship program. I would highly encourage more smiths to attend their courses and to  

support the school. 
Originally published in the Spring 2017 “The Iron Trillium,” publication of 

the Ontario Artist Blacksmith Association.  www.ontarioblacksmiths.ca 



Central Virginia Blacksmith Guild 
 

Heartfelt condolences to former Guild President Hunter 

Perkinson and his family, on the loss of his mother. 

2019 Board of Directors 

President 

Kevin Barry 

804-868-9182 

Vice President 

Ted Banning 

Treasurer 

Bruce Manson 

Secretary 

Tom Chenoweth 

Communications Director 

Bob Pennington 

Librarian 

Matthew Hanvey 

Toolmeister 

Dave Roehl 

A few photos from our demonstration at Louisa Heritage Day. Thanks to everyone 

who turned out! Photo credit and copyright, Joe Woolf 

Above, Bruce kept the kids amazed and engaged all day! Below left, Ranae Leiffer at 

the anvil. Below right, Hunter Perkinson introducing a guest to smithing! 



One of CVBG’s post vises at the Banton-Smith  

Center after being repaired by Bruce Manson. Read 

more about this on page 12! 

July CVBG Meeting  

& CaitlinFest! 
Bruce Manson’s Shop 

4200 Orchard Drive N,  N. Dinwiddie 

From Richmond:   I-95 S to Petersburg.  Use 

the right 2 lanes to take exit 51 to I-85 S  

towards Durham.  Stay on I-85 for 3/4 mile to 

exit 63B for US-1 N.  Turn  left onto State Rt. 

1313, continue straight onto State Rt. 1312.  

Turn left onto VA-266 W.  Turn right onto State 

Rt. 1344.  In 1/4 mile, turn right onto State Rt. 

1346, then almost immediately left onto State. 

Rt. 1347. 

Follow the orange anvil signs in Bruce’s  

subdivision. 

August CVBG Meeting  
Banton-Smith Center 

1600 Valley Rd., Richmond 

From the 

North and West:  I-64 E (I-95 S) to the 3rd 

Street exit.  At the light, turn left onto Jackson.  

At the next light, turn left onto 4th Street.   

Continue onto 5th street.  At the light, turn right 

onto Hospital Street.  Go down the hill, cross 

the tracks, turn left onto Valley Rd.  The first 

building on your right is 1600 Valley Rd. 

East:  I-64W to the 5th Street exit.  Turn right 

onto Jackson.  At the next light, turn right onto 

4th Street.  Continue onto 5th street.  At the 

light, turn right onto Hospital Street.  Go down 

the hill, cross the tracks, turn left onto Valley 

Rd.  The first building on your right is 1600 

Valley Rd. 

South:  I-95N to the 7th Street Exit.  Go down 

the hill, across the tracks, turn right onto  

Hospital Street.  Turn left onto Valley Rd.  The 

first building on your right is 1600 Valley Rd. 

Are you working on your pickets for 

the safety grille? 

Charlotte Cook is. 



 CVBG Scholarship Application – 2020  

Each year, CVBG awards a scholarship of up to $500 to a member to be used for a  

blacksmithing or related class, or to attend a blacksmithing conference or seminar. The schol-

arship must be used within 1 year of its being awarded; in certain circumstances this deadline 

may be extended. Scholarship recipients agree to demonstrate what they’ve learned at a 

CVBG meeting within a year of their class, and to write an article about the class for the 

newsletter. Scholarship winners will also head up next year’s scholarship committee.  One 

scholarship will be awarded at the December 2019 meeting.  

Eligible applicants are members in good standing with the Guild who have attended several 

meetings within the last year. If you meet these requirements and would like to apply, please 

complete the application below and MAIL to:  

CVBG  

1630 Fairfield Green Rd  

Henrico, VA 23238 

ATTN: Scholarship  

 

Name:  

 

 

Phone:  

 

 

Email:  

 

 

Years in the Guild:  

 

 

How will you use the scholarship?  



Meetings 
3rd Saturday of the month - 2 - 4 pm 

Meetings are held at either: 

Great Road Craft Guild 

1812 Big Spring Dr. 

Elliston, VA  24087 

Or 

Historic Smithfield Plantation 

1000 Smithfield Plantation Rd. 

Blacksburg, VA  24060 

(completely surrounded by the Virginia Tech  

campus) 

 

In the News 

Thanks to everyone who has been turning out! 

Our meetings are great, but they’re always more 

fun with more people!   

We’re heading back to Henry’s for the next 2 

meetings. Hope to see you there.  Bring a friend!  

Or several! 

Are you taking part in the ball bearing  

challenge? 

The “rules” are simple - forge a knife from a  

1-inch ball bearing. Check out the entries from 

your guildmates Eric Morgan and Eric Collins! 

Eric Morgan (Preacher’s Custom Knives) 

swvabg@gmail.com 

2019 Board of Directors 

President 

Joshua Langfitt 

Vice President 

Eric Collins 

Treasurer 

Henry Bryant 

Secretary 

Gabrielle Judy  

Eric Collins —7 1/2” long! 



Post Vise Repair, 3/15/19 

by Bruce Manson 

Recently, one of the Central Virginia Blacksmith 

Guild 4” post vises lost its ability to clamp and hold 

workpieces tightly.  Upon disassembly, it was  

observed that the internal threads in the screw box 

were completely worn out and the threads on the 

screw were worn somewhat, yet still serviceable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The vise had been donated to the Guild several years 

ago.  Its age and manufacturer are unknown.   

Replacement screws and screw boxes in serviceable 

condition are rare and difficult to find, resulting in 

many vises being scrapped.   

Having little to lose and needing a useable vise, we 

decided to attempt a repair.  The original screw 

square threads measured 1” diameter x 4 threads per 

inch.  We ordered a 1” x 4 threads per inch ACME 

steel nut from McMaster-Carr Company, intending 

to weld it onto the screw box to restore the internal 

screw threads.   As it turned out, the nut would not fit 

onto the original screw thread, thus we ordered a 12” 

long, 1” x 4 threads per inch ACME threaded rod to 

replace the original screw with the new ACME 

threaded rod. 

We were then faced with questions and some  

detective work– “Are the screw box and screw  

handle iron, steel, or cast iron?”   “Can the new nut 

and threaded rod be welded to the original metal?”  

“If cast iron, will brazing be required?”  The jaws 

and post of the vise were obviously forged.  The vise 

did not appear to be nor have the “look” of wrought 

iron.  It was not obvious to the eye whether these 

parts were cast, machined, or forged.   

In order for the jaws to close properly, a portion of 

the screw box had to be cut off in order to attach the  

ACME nut.  The piece that was removed allowed the 

opportunity to test the material.  Without the benefit 

of a metallurgical laboratory, we performed some 

“poor man’s” tests.  The cut surface did not have the 

visual appearance of wrought iron.  The material was 

malleable, as evidenced by indentation from a center 

punch.  Spark testing with a grinder was inconclu-

sive, but appeared more like steel than cast iron.  

Drill shavings were continuous, like steel or iron, 

rather than granular, like cast iron.  Arc welding a 

steel bar to the sample, then attempting to bend and 

break it off resulted in a strong bond that did not 

break under considerable bending and hammering. 

With these considerations, we decided to arc weld 

the ACME nut onto the screw box and to cut off the 

threaded portion of the screw and weld the new AC-

ME threaded rod in its place.  Pre-heating the metal 

before welding and post-weld heating followed by 

slow cooling, assured the best possible weld fusion 

and least internal weld stresses.  Following welding, 

the parts were ground smooth to reduce sharp  

corners and bring the screw box to its original shape 

and size to fit the vise jaw.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The result is a fully functional post vise, able to  

operate smoothly and clamp firmly. 

Now, Let’s get back to Forging! 

Bruce Manson is CVBG’s treasurer, resident photographer and 

maker of cool tools and equipment 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

From the Spring 2019 NYSDB “Anvils Chorus” 



Ted’s Garden, Part 2:  The Simple Pansy  
by Ted Banning 

Materials required  

• A hex headed bolt , 5/8" x 4 or more  

inches long.  

• A set of bolt tongs to hold the desired bolt. 

• An anvil with a pritchell hole , or a bolster 

plate with a 3/8" hole 

• A tiny ball peen hammer,  or a round 

punch with about a 3/8" diameter  

• Vinegar  

• A half round file 

First, grind or cut the threaded portion off of the bolt. Then, 

strip the plating off the bolt by soaking in vinegar. Rinse 

well. 

Forge down the shank of the bolt, reducing its diameter in 

several heats until it fits in the round hole in your anvil.  

Alternatively you can use a plate of steel with a hole in it  

held over the hardy hole. Make the bolt small enough to fit 

easily in the round hole.  

 

 

 

 

Forge the head flat by dropping the bolt into 

the pritchell hole and hammering until the 

head has doubled in diameter, becoming   

approximately 1/8" thick. Using the punch,  

put a pattern of 6 dimples on the head  

forming a hexagon, plus one in the center. 

This is best done with another person striking while you hold the punch. Clean up the exterior 

of the blossom with the file. 

Add some curves to the stem, wire brush and wax. 

This flower looks good in groups of the same flower, all aimed at an imaginary sun. 



Blacksmithing Events! 

SOFA QuadState 2019 

September 26—29 

Miami County Fairgrounds, Troy, OH 

https://sofablacksmiths.org/event/quadstate-2019/ 

6th Annual Alchemist’s Picnic 

October 4 - 6  

Touchstone Center for Crafts 

Farmington, PA 

Presentations by Tom Muir, Brian Ferrell,  

Sean MacMillan, Lucy Derickson, Lindsay K. Gates, 

Adam Kenney, and Paul Rosenblatt. 

Striking Iron: The Art of African 

Blacksmiths 

April 17, 2019 - October 20, 2019 

National Museum of African Art 

Smithsonian Institution 

Washington, DC 

Frontier Culture Museum Hammer-In 

November 9, 2019 

Frontier Culture Museum 

Staunton, VA 

Demonstrations by Caitlin Morris and Lee Sauder 

BGCM Blacksmith Days 

May 16—17, 2020 

Carroll County Farm Museum 

Westminster, MD 

Demonstrations by Caitlin Morris & Brent Bailey 



July 6 - 7 — Welding:  Welder Stand and Welding Gun Holder 
  This hobby welding course will cover the basics of MIG welding. You will make a welder 

  cart and gun holder. Add on the complete welder kit and leave the course with a complete, 

  usable, MIG welding package including inert gas.  If you only wish to sign up for the  

  course, you will still leave with a welding cart and gun holder to use with your set up at  

  home.   

July 13 - 14 — Throwing Knife and Tomahawk 
                 Like darts, but far, far more serious. Make a set of three regulation throwing knives and  

  three throwing tomahawks. Get instruction on throwing practices at our throwing lanes right 

  here at the school. Shop safety, fire management, and proper hammering techniques will be 

  covered in this beginning level course. 

July 21 - 26  — Build a Tire Hammer with Clay Spencer (see ad next page) 

July 27 - 28 — Build a Hatchet 
      Build your own hatchet! This course will cover forge welding, lamination, mechanical  

       joining, and tool making. A handle will be provided so students can leave with a complete 

      tool.  This class is suitable for the ambitious novice or experienced beginner. 

August 5 - 9 — Fish Forms with Alexandre Piffer 

  Looking for a new challenge or a fun networking opportunity while practicing techniques 

  with other smiths?  Virginia Institute of Blacksmithing will be hosting Alexandre Piffer  

  from Brazil to lead a course on forging fish forms. Students will forge studies using  

  techniques taught in the course and then work on a collaborative project that should be  

  installed in Waynesboro, VA.  (Originally scheduled for May) 

August 10 - 11 — Campfire Tools and Rotisserie 

  Make a really cool and useful project for that camp or backyard fire pit. It’s never too late or 

  too early to make your own campfire utensils and rotisserie.  Students will make a  

  Rotisserie to cook meat over the fire and if there is time, a fork and spoon to flip the meat 

  and stir their stews. 

August 10 - 11 — Welding:  Welder Stand and Welding Gun Holder 

   

VIRGINIA INSTITUTE 
OF BLACKSMITHING 

200 W. 12th St., Waynesboro, VA   434-960-9718    vablacksmithing.org 



August 17 - 18 — Blacksmith’s Knife—Hunter/Utility 
  Learn to forge a knife in this two day, blacksmithing centered, knife making class! The     

  first day, you will start on the forge and anvil where you’ll be shown how to shape a knife

  blank with the hammer and anvil. The second day will be spent shaping and honing the  

  knife blank on knife grinders into a sharpened tool.  You will be provided with oak  

  handle scales and copper pins to complete your knife.  The goal is for you to leave with a 

  finished, working knife.  This is NOT an ABS class!   

August 24 - 25 — Build a Hatchet 

September 7 - 8 — Tomahawk and Throwing Knife 

September 14 - 15 — Floral Forms 

September 21 - 22 — Blacksmith’s Knife—Chopper 

September 28 - 29 — Build a Hatchet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Virginia Institute of Blacksmithing - Tire Hammer Building 

We are offering a class with Clay Spencer this year to build the famed spare tire  

power hammer. These hammers rate between 60 and 70 lbs and are one of the most 

popular homemade hammers currently. The class will be July 21st - 26th, starting 

Sunday at 8 AM and ending by Noon on Friday. Cost of the class is $2500 and covers 

all materials and supplies for each hammer. Students should have a pickup and/or 

trailer to take their hammers home with them at the end of class. The school has a 

forklift to assist loading on our end.  

Register at https://vablacksmithing.org/july-21-26-power-hammer-6993/  

or call 434-960-9718  

Appalachian Center for Craft 

https://vablacksmithing.org/july-21-26-power-hammer-6993/


Coming Soon to the Banton-Smith Center! 

July 20 & 21 - 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. - Blacksmith Boot Camp    CVBG Members - $200 
 Basic training for blacksmiths! You'll make several projects for the home, kitchen and workshop, all 

 while being introduced to many of the most common techniques used in blacksmithing: drawing,  

 upsetting, bending, cutting and punching, heat treating and forge welding. And you'll have fun doing it! 

Other Sessions of Blacksmith Boot Camp: 

Oct 19 & 20 

Aug 17 - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. - Introduction to Blacksmithing    CVBG Members -  $25 

 Always wanted to try blacksmithing? Here's your chance! The class will cover the tools of the trade, 

 safety, and basic techniques. This will be a hands-on class; everyone will go home with a completed 

 project!  CVBG members, your tuition will be applied to your 2020 guild dues. 

Other Sessions of Introduction to Blacksmithing: 

Nov 16 

Nov 2 & 3 - Blacksmithing Sculpture with Ted Banning     CVBG Members - $200 

 This class will build on the skills of tapering, texturing, and bending to produce several  esthetically 

 pleasing, individualized works that show expression and movement. Some experience is suggested,  

 but not required. 

Banton-Smith Center for Blacksmith & Metal Arts 

1600 Valley Road, Richmond 



Southwest Virginia Blacksmith Guild Liability Release Form 

I, the undersigned, realizing the potential haards involved in the craft of blacksmithing, will not hold the Southwest Virginia 

Blacksmith Guild, it’s officers, demonstrator(s), or host(s) responsible in the event of any accident or injury incurred during an 

association function or at any time a sponsored activity concerning blacksmithing or metalworking is occurring. I am aware of 

the requirement to wear safety glasses during association demonstrations and will do so. I am aware also of the possibility of 

hearing damage due to the nature of the craft and accept the responsibility of taking the necessary steps to protect my hear-

ing. It will be my responsibility to inform any family member or guest that I may bring to a demonstration of these potential 

dangers and advise them of all necessary precautions. 

  

Signature ___________________________________________________________        Date __________________ 

Name: H# M# 

Street: Email: 

City: State: ZIP: 

 
Are you willing to host a CVBG gathering?                             Yes___             No___ 

Are you willing to demonstrate for a CVBG gathering?          Yes___             No___ 

ABANA Member 

Yes___ 

No ___ 
Suggestions for CVBG demonstrations:________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________
_ 
Are you a: Professional___ Hobbyist___ Just interested___ Other__________________________________________ 

Central Virginia Blacksmith Guild Liability Release Form 

I, the undersigned, realizing the potential hazards involved in the craft of blacksmithing, will not hold the Central Virginia 
Blacksmith Guild, it’s officers, demonstrator(s), or host(s) responsible in the event of any accident or injury incurred during 
an association function or at any time a sponsored activity concerning blacksmithing or metalworking is occurring. I am aware 
of the requirement to wear safety glasses during association demonstrations and will do so. I am aware also of the possibil-
ity of hearing damage due to the nature of the craft and accept the responsibility of taking the necessary steps to protect 
my hearing. It will be my responsibility to inform any family member or guest that I may bring to a demonstration of these 
potential dangers and advise them of all necessary precautions. 

  

Signature ___________________________________________________________        Date __________________ 
RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO- 
CVBG  
Karen Smart 
2705 Buckhorn Hills 
Maidens, VA  23102  

DUES= $25 

RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO- 
SWVABG 
6585 Stoneskeep Lane 
Elliston, VA  24087 

DUES= $5 
make check payable to  

Henry Bryant 

Name: 

Street: 

City: 

Home# Cell#: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CVBG Membership Application 

SWVABG Membership Application 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  



Marketplace 

Power Hammers! 

Rudy Dean of RD Customs has available self-

contained air hammers that plug into an ordinary 220  

outlet. 12 lb, 32 lb and 55 lb models available. Rudy will 

personally deliver these hammers anywhere within 250 

miles of Elkton, VA and help set them up.  Prices start at 

$3,995. Die sets available.  

RD Customs 

Elkton, VA 

540.487.8777 

rudy@rudydeancustomknives.com 

YESTERYEAR FORGE 
www.yesteryearforge.com 

Fort Vause Outfitters 

Anvils & Swages 
The Virginia Blacksmith is a joint publication of the 

Central Virginia Blacksmith Guild and the Southwest  

Virginia Blacksmith Guild.   

Editor:  Jerry Veneziano 

www.blacksmithingmagazine.com 

Important Changes for your Virginia Sales Tax 

The Virginia General Assembly passed legislation earlier this year that impacts all of you who 

sell your forged ironwork or other products to the public.  

If you only sell your work through what’s known as a “marketplace facilitator” - like Etsy, for 

example - then beginning July 1, 2019 you will no longer have to collect sales tax from your 

customers, or file your sales tax returns. The facilitator will take care of that for you. You will 

need to change your tax registration, though, to mark yourself as no longer liable for the tax. 

If you sell your work through a marketplace facilitator - again, like Etsy - and other venues 

(your own website, shows, etc.) then you’ll need to continue to collect sales tax– but only on 

your sales through that other venue. The facilitator will take care of the tax on your sales 

through them. 

Of course, if you don’t sell through a marketplace facilitator at all, just continue on like  

normal! 

For more information, or if you need help, please visit the Virginia Department of Taxation’s 

website at www.tax.virginia.gov, or call 804.367.8037. 


